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From: Jason Shih
To: Jan Van Eldik; 
cc: castor-operation-


external (CASTOR operation issues at institutes outside CERN); 
Subject: Re: Castor external operations phone conference: tomorrow, at 10:45
Date: Wednesday, November 05, 2008 21:23:20


Dear all, 
 
 
sorry for the late. 
 
regarding the SD event missing from Atlas dashboard, we actually add two 
events in GOCDB, the first one delay for one day after overall transfer 
failures observed by atlas. We cancel the option sending out 
broadcasting and this confuse atlas dashboard as shifter already observe 
severe transfer failures due to the castor database problem. 
 
have extend the downtime two days later and i forgot to turn on 
broadcasting again. but i already update event couple of hours later and 
re-enable sending out alarms. 
 
the 2nd SD was add to gocdb yesterday as previous event no longer able 
to extend and broadcast should have sent out at '2008-11-03, 18:30:00 
[UTC]' but i was told the event also not appear in dashboard. ADC should 
now look into this issue, we're waiting their profile. (downtime detail 
at : https://goc.gridops.org/downtime/list?id=11505353) 
 
 
 
hereafter summary report from ASGC: 
 
 
  * new resource expansion end of the year - around 1.4TB 
   * drive media: 1.5TB and raw capacity per chassis: 36TB 
 
  * open actions (after site visit before HEPiX): 
   * c2probe - will add into local monitoring agent 
   * srm upgrade to 2.7-8 (thanks Giuseppe) - closed 
   * zero file size clean up (thanks Seb) - closed 
   * upgrade to 2.1.8 in testbed 
 
 
and hereafter brief for the incident we have start from Oct 25: 
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- Oct 25, throughput observe from castor frontend decreased to 0% and 
team ticket (ggus ticket open 42913 42878 and 42766) 
  * ORA Error 'Database error, Oracle code: 600 ORA-00600: internal 
error code, arguments: [ktspfredo-4], [0], [0], [], [], [], [], []' 
  * oracle SR #7164142.993 
 
 
- Oct 29, while tracking the ora error. the share memory processes have 
been force kill and result in currpt datafiles (three of 
  * restart db services will fail with 'CRS-1006: No more members to 
consider' 
   * registry integrity check succeeded at all instances 
  * trying to recover the control file fail with 'ORA-01110: data file 
82 and 83' 
  * after recovering the db: 
   * alter db open and resetlog fail with 'ORA-01152: file 1 was not 
restored from a sufficiently old backup'. 
 
 
- Nov 2: recover the db via RMAN and offline drop datafile #25 due to 
the unrecoverable error. all instances and db services able to startup 
normally after Nov 2nd 18:00 
 
 
- by dropping one of the tablespace from dba_rollback_segs specific for 
one of the instance serving stager service. one of the rollback segments 
have status 'NEEDS RECOVERY', and have recreate the undo log and restart 
everything. the stager service should have been recovered now while slow 
responding accessing db have been observed. we then redo the statistics 
and expect to improve the db performance. 
 
 
 
BR, 
J 
 
Jan van Eldik wrote: 
> Dear all, 
> 
> Reminder: Castor external operations phone conference tomorrow, 
> at 10:45 Geneva time. 
> 
> Could I ask the institutes and development team to send their reports 
> by e-mail? 
> 







> Here are the connection details: 
> 
>    Dial-in numbers:    +41227676000 (Main) 
>    Access codes:    0167379 (Leader) 
>    0177352 (Participant) 
>    Leader site:    https://audioconf.cern.ch/call/0167379 
> 
> 
>           talk to you tomorrow, cheers, Jan 
> 
 
-- 
Jason Shih 
ASGC/OPS 
Tel: +886-2-27880058 x1005 
Fax: +886-2-27899949 
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